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VIElNAM AND U.S. IMPERIALISM
We are told-by our government, our schools, our newspapers and TVthat our government is engaged in a worldwide conflict. On the one hand, there
is the "Free World," while on the other, there is totalitarian communism. Democracy or dictatorship; freedom or enslavement; our form of government or
communism-these are the choices confronting the peoples of the world.
"To orotect freedom and democracv and to limit the spread of comml,inism," our government maintains a standing army of more than 3 million men,
stationed in bases and countries all over the world. It spends over $80 billion
a year on the military-more than all other items in the government budget
combined. And, whenever communism threatens, we are asked to give up _our
money, our bodies, and sometimes our lives in order to meet that threat.

But as the war in Vietnam has dragged on , more and more Americans
have been over there or have been forced to wonder aboutwhat is really going
on in Vietnam. Growing numbers of us have begun to realize now we've been
fed a bill of goods. They say we are fighting in Vietnam to protect freedom
or democracy, but there seems to be none to protect. They say we are fighting in V'aetnam to protect the little guy from communist aggression, but it
turns eut tut the little 211v and tbe communists are one and .tbe same. Thev
say we've been uked to come to Vietnam , but most of the people who want
us to lltay ~ some big landlords and generals.

UlE WAR IN VIEINAM-FRENCH COI..ONIAUSM
To understand the war and to judge the validity of what our government
says about it, we have to understand the history of Vietnam. About 100
ago, the French took over Vietnam as a colony. They took land away from the
people, set up rubber plantations that enslaved thousands of Vietnamese workers,
conscripted peasants into the French army, and taxed the Vietnamese to support
their colonial administration.

years

With all but a few ri!:Jt landlords and generals opposed to French rule. it
was only a matter of time before the Vietnamese organized a resistance movement aimed at kicking the French out of Vietnam. The invasion of Vietnam
by the Japanese during World War II weakened the control of the French and
provided an opportunity for the people-led by aQ orpnizatio11 ~cg the Viet-

minh-to take control over their country. The Vietminh led the fight against
both the Japanese and the French, and in 1946, the Vietnamese declared their
independence ( quoting word for word from our own Declaration of Independence) to set up the Republic of Vietnam under the Presidency of Ho Chi Minh.
The period 1946-19S4 consisted of an effort of the French to win control
of Vietnam back from the Vietminh. For our part, the U.S. wa~ paying 80%
of the French war costs by 19S4 . But popular support for the Vietminh and
the isolation of the French were too great . Even the military power of the
French couldn't defeat the Vietnamese Revolution, as was decisively demonstrated in the resounding defeat of the French at Dienbienphu in 19S4.

lHE GENEY A AGRIDfENTS
At the C.eneva Conference of 19S4 , the Vietminh and the French agreed
to withdraw their anned forces to the North and the South respectively . Elections were to be held in 19S6 to reunify Vietnam under a single government .
President Eisenhower estimated in his Memoirs that " .. .had elections been held
at the time of the fighting pos.~ibly 8(Y,1, of the population would have voted
for the Communist Ho Chi Minh ."
Already . the U.S. had taken the wrong side-in supporting the French
against the Vietminh. But now, our government became increasingly involved
in the affairs of Vietnam . We handpicked a leader for the southern zone of
Vietnam , a man named Ngo Dinh Diem , and rapidly went about building an
independent South "ietnam under Diem's control. The French , who had been
given responsibility in the South under the Geneva Agreements, withdrew from
the picture. Even though Geneva clearly stated that elections would be held
in 19S6 to reunifv the country• and that division between North and South was
only to be temporary. the U.S. and Diem refused to hold elections-they knew
thev would lose. Fortunatelv for them . the Vietminh in the North chose to
continue to build up North Vietnam rather than returning right then and t~re
to continue the fight in the South .

lliE DIEM GOVERNMENT
In the years between 19S4-1960, the U.S. had a chance to show what it
could do for the people of South Vietnam . The Diem goverr.ment was largely
its creation, and the U.S. government financed more than 8(Y,~ of its budget.
But rather than bringing liberty and economic justice and success to Vietnam,

the U.S. and Diem brought misery and tyranny to all but a very few . The result was that by 1960, a large-scale rebellion had begun in the South and the
National Liberation Front (NLF) had formed to coordinate that rebellion.
Diem's government was composed of generals and rich landlords-who
had generally turned against their own people by supporting the French in
their efforts to keep control over Vietnam . It reversed popular measures that
the Vietminh had introduced while seeking to crush all opposition inside the
South to the Diem government.
The Vietminh when it organized a village had foll<'wed the policy of
"land to the tiller"--peasants who previously had to pay exorbitant rents to
large landlords for the right to work the land now gained ownership of that
land themselves. Smaller landlords who could be convinced to support the
fight against the French were allowed to keep some or all of their land but
were restricted in the amount of rent they could charge. In addition, the Vietminh reduced the amount of interest that could be charged onloans; abolished
all past debt ; and set up sch<'ols and health clinics in the villages.
The Diem government under U.S. guidance systematically reversed these
policies. It reintroduced the power of the landlords in the countryside. First ,
it refused to allow village elections, instead appointing its own officials. These
officials in tum administered a "land reform," which consisted of taking the
land from the peasants and returning it to the landlords. Thus, peasants who
had owned the land they worked for anywhere from 1-8 years under the Vietminh were suddenly required to pay rent again, and sometimes back rent for
the years that it hadn't beenpaid. Such actions led in many places to spontaneous demonstrations, riots, rebellions, and assinations of Diem's officials.
Diem also tried to establish political control over the countryside. He
did this not only by bringing back the old landlords but also by trying to destroy the militant and radical peasants. Anyone who had fought against the
French-that is, any patriot-was liable to be arrested, tortured, interned in
"political ~ucation" camps, or even murdered . Witch-hunts were held in
many villages, under the watchful eye of Diem's army. Other times, Diem
took even more extreme measures-bulldozing villages to the ground and moving the entire population at gunpoint to new areas where security could be
more easily maintained. Little did it matter that the peasants felt attached
to the land where their ancestors had lived and were buried, that the new villages often provided inadequate land, and that they were run by concentration camp rules and regulations (including the barbed wire fences that surrounded them).

TIIE NATIONAL LIBERATION FRONT
In response to these intolerably repressive policies of the Diem government, a full-scale revolt developed in South Vietnam. SpGradic rebelliOIIS ·began
anarly as 1957 and 1958, and by 1960, the National Liberation Front was formed.
Increasing numbers of Vietnamese concluded that the only solution to their
peoples' problems was armed revolution-and many of these who became communists felt .that the only solution following a successful revolution was socialism.
The National Liberation F~nt was formed by Vietnamese from the South, many
of whom were former Vietminh. The NLF souldtt like the Vietminh before it
to mobilize the people of Vietnam-to support the rebellion, to take power away
from the landlord in favor of.the peasant, and to get rid of foreign domination
(the United States).
By 1963, just three years after its formation , the NLF had gained tremendous support from thepeople, especially in the countryside. The success
of the NLF provoked a crisis in Saigon, leading to Diem's assasination by army
officers. It also led President Kennedy to commit combat troops to Vietnam
to supplement the numerous advisors already in Vietnam , thus beginning a process that only ended in 1968 with an occupation force of over 500,000 American troops in Vietnam.

WIN THF. VIEINAMESE ARE WINNING
The only thing that has made the near defeat of the Saigon government
and the United States possible has been overwhelming and enthusiastic support
of the people for the NLF. The necessity of such popular support for successful guerrilla warfare is stressed in U.S. Special Forces doctrine. History also
bears this out-one can see how popular support was essential for the NLF right
from the beginning. It would have been a simple thing for some villager to
let on to the authorities that an NLF organizer was being hidden in the village;
or that a secret meeting was being held at a certain time or place; or that certain people in the village were working closely with the Viet Cong ; or that an
attack on a particular fort was planned; or that there was a band of NLF guerrillas stayingnearby. Indeed , Diem 's secret police were trained precisely to
find such information, and many Vietnamese suffered from their techniques
of uncovering it. Yet, Saigon andthe U .S.have been singularly unable to get
accurate intelligence while the Viet Cong have always been well informed of
the enemy's troop movements andplans.
The Tet Offensive
In the Tet offensive of spring, 1968, the NLF demonstrated once and for
all that it could not be beaten. For weeks preceding the offensive, troops and
arms were infiltrated into 140 cities throughout South Vietnam. NLF supporters in the cities fed and housed the troops, trained themselves to help them in
combat, and moved supplies through the cities (one way was to hold a mock
funeral , carrying guns in the coffin).
In February , 1968, NLF forces and supporters inside and outside the
cities struck simultaneously, taking the U.S. and Saigon completely by surprise. No one had leaked the plans to the authorities. Tremendous damage
was inflicted on aircraft, bases, barracks, troops, supply centers, communication centers, and police stations. While fighting took place inside the
cities (at the U.S. Embassy, for example), NLF forces dug trenches and tunnelsaround thecities and bases to create strongholds for further attacks.
RVN and U.S. troops were rushed to the cities from the countryside, leav. g the Viet Cong in undisputed possession of most of the country. Fighting
ver control of the cities continued for weeks-and cities from which the
F could not be uprooted were bombed to the ground (like the city of
en Ire and most of Hue, which were completely destroyed).
Tet demonstrated the depth of NLF support in the cities, struck the
eath blow to U.S. and Saigonin the country.side, and set in motion a pross by which elements that had l)l'ffiwsly supported Saig_on-moderate

Buddhists, shopkeepers, businessmen, conservative intellectuals, some government officials- went into opposition. The Alliance of Nation2'1, Democratic, and Peace Forces was formed-and in 1969, this organization joined
with the NLF to form the Provisional Revelutionary Government, which
demands withdrawal of the U.S. from Vietnam. This government has been
recognized by many of thecountries around the world, and by the criterion
of mass support, clearly represents the people of Vietnam. It maintains
schools, nealth clinics, and a post office system in most of Vietnam.
ARYN and NLF troops
A comparison between ARYN and NLF troops gives further insight
into the reasons for the success of the NLF. American officers and Gl's
alike return from Vietnam impressed with the morale, committment, courage,
skill, and discipline of Viet Cong soldiers. ARYN contrasts ~harply: deserticin rates have climbed to greater than 20% a year; ARYN is rattly willing
to engage the NLF in battle, and frequently just sits by or gives up their arms
while U.S. and NLF troops battle it out; ARYN boot camp is increasingly
conducted behind barbed wire without leave to prevent new draftees from
returning to their villages or joining the other side. The Viet Cong soldier
is f"ighting for his land, for his country, and to avenge the crimes that Saigon
and the U.S. have committed against his friends and family. His officers are
from backgrounds similar to his own and are even more dedicated, committed,
andskilled thanhe. The ARYN soldier is drafted to figh1 against his own people for a government of generals andlandlords-most of whom were traitors
against his own people in tM war against the French. He is fighting for officers
whose main concern is their own wealth and power, who find excuses to avoid
combat, and who lord their privileges over their men.

GOVERNMENT UES AOOUf VIEINAM
In order to make the war palatable to those of us who do the fighting and
pay the bills for the war, our government has tried to make it look like we are
in Vietnam to protect the South Vietnamese from the Northern aggressors.
But the rebellion developed in the South among southerners in response to
the horrible conditions-under Diem. The North did not even support the rebellion until 1960. After that time, it gave little concrete aid until after the bombing of the North was begun-1965. Senator Mansfield estimated that at the time
of the bombing, the North had infiltrated only 400 troops into the South. The
story for war materiel was similar-the Viet Cong captured most of its arms from
ARYN and the U.S. Even now, after the United States destroyed villages,
bridges, hospitals, andmany other structures in the North by heavy bombing,
the NLF is still doing most of the fighting in the South. Furthermore, the whole
issue of aggression from the North is a bogus one, since it was the U.S. and Saigon who prevented peaceful reunification of Vietnam in 1956 inthefirst place.

In addition, our government speaks of communism imposing itself on the
people of Vietnam through terror. When it does so, it ignores the fact that most
Vietnamese want us out. It also ignores the effects of satur'dtion bombing of
villages, and a policy that defines any moving bo.dy as the enemy. But in addition, to speak of terror contradicts what our government itself teaches its
Special Forces about the necessity of trust and friendship as the basis of support
in a guerrilla war. It is impossible to win durable political support through
terror-especially in the beginning when you are weaker than the government
you are trying to overthrow. NLF forces have used terror-but in a limited and
specific manner. For example, assasinations of village chiefs were common in
the early days of the Revolution. These were the officials responsible for the
land reform by which people lost their land, and the witch-hunts by whlch the}'
lost their friend's, their families, and their freedoms. This is confirmed by Douglas Pike, ex-U.S. security attache in Saigon and author of a book, The Vietcong.
He points out that,
" ... the killing of individuals was done with great specificity, as for example, pinning a note to the shirtfront of an assasinated government official,
explaining the crimes he had committed. [In fact] the NLF theoreticians
considered the terror to be the weapon of the weak, the desperate, or
the ineffectual guerrilla leader."

Our government adds to all of this themyth that the NLF is cultivating
the people now-only to sell them out once it gets power. This ignores who
the communists in the NLF are-not power hungry despots from someother
country , but people from South Vietnam who became communists because
they saw revol11tion and socialism as the only solutions for the problems of
their people. It also ignores the achievements of North Vietnam--education,
health , food production, equality, industry-which have significantly improved
thelives of the people in North Vietnam and have laid the basis for further
development.
Our government has consistently lied to us about the war in Vietnam. This
is not the product of confusion or poor communications. The U.S. government
has something to hide, and it knows it. At one press conference, Arthur Sylveste1
chief infonnationofficer of the Pentagon, said to reporters:
"If you think any American official is going to tell the truth ,
tlien you're stupid. Did you hear that? Stupid."

In fact--despite all the jive explanations for why we are in Vietnam-what
tlie U.S. has done is to seek to crush-with nearly all the means at its disposal and
at tremendous human cost-a popular movement for social justice and national
independence whose policies and program has far more to offer the people of
Vietnam than Saigon or the United States.

UNITED STATES IMPERIALISM
How come? The U.S. says it's for freedom and democracy , yet it comes
down for a corrupt clique of landlords and generals against a popular revolutionary movement. Some people say that we goofed in Vietnam.
Some goof. Usually , countries don't make goofs quite that big. Maybe
our government underestimated how difficult it would be to defeat the revolutionaries in Vietnam , but it knew pretty well what it was doing over there. The
committment to defeating that revolution was made in tum by Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy , Johnson, and now Richard Nixon. Government sources and
reports done for the government make it very clear that it has always understood more or less what is going on in Vietnam. The U.S. purposely came down
on what is the wrong side.
Perhaps that wouldn' t be so surprising if we looked at what is happening
elsewhere in the world, and what role the U.S. is playing there. For in oilier
countries, as well as Vietnam, the position of the U.S. government bas been
consistently bad- it has supported the rich rgainst the poor, the landlords and
the businessmen over the massesof tlie people, every single time.

DEVELOPMENT AND UNDERDEVELOPMENT
If we look at the poor, underdeveloped countries of the world, we find
almost everywhere the same situation: theland is controlled by a few large
landowners, who either hire peasants for pennies to slave on their plantations,
or let out small plots of land at exorbitant rents. lneither case, the peasant is
on the marginof subsistence: a bad year, illness or injury in the family that
requires extraordinary expenses, and the result is starvation. Many suffer from
nutritional diseases or from lack ofprotein (hence the appearance of many small
children, with spindly legs and distended stomachs). Death of old age at
30 is common; in many places, more than 50% of babies dieat birth. Those
peasants who are fortunate enough to control their ownland are constantly
falling into debt and then losing their land to the moneylender because they
can't pay up. In many areas of the world (e.g., Latin America), the amount of
food consumed per person bas actually declined over the last 30 years, according to United Nations statistics.

In the cities, the situation is not much better. Largenumbers of landless
peasants migrate to the cities, looking for work and a better deal. But all they
find is huge slums of those who have come before them. If they are fortunate,
they may be able to find some parttime work on some kind of construction
project, or do some peddling. But many are forced to resort to scavenging,
begging, and prostitution to make enough to avoid starvation. There is plenty
of work to be done, and there are millions of good bands to do it-but neither
the governments nor thebusinessmen will organize the unemployed to do the
work that is needed.
This is a picture that holds with some variation throughout the different parts of the underdeveloped world. Each country has its own special
problems, but still it is possible to say in general that if the wealth of these
societies were used to meet the needsof the people, then it would be possible
to attack the mass misery that they suffer. 1Jte problem is that in·today's
underdeveloped countries, the wealth of the society is squandered by the
rich who control it. They speculate in land and real estate, or lend mon.ey
to peasants at exorbitant interest rates. They produce crops for export in
order to import luxuries. They send money abroad--for safe investments in
foreign banks or back to the home office if they are foreign businessmen. If
they invest in industry, it is to makeproducts that only a few can afford. And
the government-instead of using the people's tax money for schools, housing,
hospitals, uses it tomaintain a military whose purpose is to quash the people
when they rise up against their miserable conditions.

SOCIALISM
But if the peoplecontrolled the wealth of the society themselves, they
could use it where it was needed-for health clinics and medical training; for
schools and the training of teachers; for new and rehabilitated housing; for
production of food using fertilizers and agricultural machinery ; for building
industry that can make possible independence and greater production in
the future. Everyone could be employed to do the work that was needed,
to build a new society together. More and more people around the world
are coming to understand that the problems they face actually do have such
solutions-but that means getting rid of the foreign businessmen, generals,
and big landowners who run their countries-and taking contrr.l themselves.
This is what socialism is all about. And what people are beginning to
see is that the only countries in the world that have begun to attack the problems of underdevelopment are the communist countries. For example, Latin
Americans can look to Cuba. One of the first things Cuba did after its revolution was to carry out a mass campaign against illiteracy, which was largely
wiped out in two years. Rents were reduced , and at this point over 85% of
the people get their housing rent-free. Land that went unused before the
revo;ution-held fallow by U.S. sugar companies-is now used to grow food,
making Cuba the one country in Latin America in which thr amount of
food the masses of people eat is going up; in most Latin A'!'erican countries,
it is decreasing. Cuba is producing more sugar than ever before to buy machinery to cut sugar with less labor, thus freeing people from the most difficult
jobs in the society and allowing more workers to goto the cities to work in
industry. Similarly, in Asia people canlook to China, or North Vietnam, or
North Korea-in each of these countries, industry has developed rapidly in
a previously agricultural country; in each , gigantic steps hav•~been taken toward
solving chronic food problems-through more equal distribut.on of food,
through more efficient ]Jlethods of cooperative work, through the use of fertilizers.

TIIE U.S. AS TIIE ENEMY
So people have beeocoming to learn that they hlWe to take control themselves if they are to attack the problems that face them. They are also coming
to see that the United States is their enemy. The landowner who exploits them
may very well be a U.S. businessman. The people who control their wealth
will in many cases be rich Americans. This is especially true in Latin America,
but mcreasingly so in other parts of the underdeveloped world. The government
of their country is an oligarchy of the landlords and businessmen that run their
lives-and that government is propped up by U.S. money. When people begin
to get together to fight for control of their countries, it is U.S. arms, planes,
training, advisors, and if that isn't enough, the U.S. Anned Forces themselves,
that stand inthe way of their struggle for liberation. For these reasons, more

and more people are coming to see that their interests andthose of the United
States are in fundamental conflict.
The United States supports reactionary dictatorships all over the worldgiving them aid and advice for how to keep power. Franco's Spain, the militarr
governments of Latin America, Greece, Indonesia, Thailand, and South Korea,
Chiang Kai-shek, the racist governments of southern Afdca-the list is endless.
Andwhen popular movements have developed to challenge these governments,
the U.S. has almost always stepped in to crush them. Not just in Vietnam. For
example, our government sent over 20,000 Marines into the Dominican Republic in 1965-to quell an almost successful rebellion seeking to restore a democratically elected government that had been deposed by the military only two
years before. The Dominican Republic and Vietnam are only the most recent
of a whole series of interventions: Cuba-1898; Philippines-1898-1903; Russia1918; Nicaragua-1927-1934 ; Greece-1947; Lebanon-1958; and many others. ·
Every time, the U.S. has come down onthe wrong side.
Our government has even gotten itself into the busine-ss of deposing
legitimate governments that it doesn't like. For example , it organized or approved the overthrow of the mild reformist governments of Mohammad Mossadegh in Iran, Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala, and Julaio Goulart in Brazil.
Mossadegh was uppity enough to nationalize British and French oil holdings
when he took power in Iran in 1951-two years later, the CIA organized his
overthrow, brought back the Shah of Iran, and gave the oil back to private
companies (with U.S. firms getting the predominant share). Arbenz supported the right of labor to organize and a minimum wage law while taking control of 234,000 acres of unused land owned by the United Fruit Co. The
U.S. organized an invasion from Honduras, and set up a new government
that gave the land back and reversed the reforms-1954. Ten years later,
Goufart began to speak of land reform , sought trade agreements with countries other than the United States, and placed restrictions on sending home
orofits bv U.S. comoanies. The U.S. cut off aid . and then ~ave the okay
for a military coup by officers trained, advised , and supplied by the U.S. The
new military junta received quick recognition. from the U.S. and a fat new bundle of foreign aid. None of these governments were communist-far from it.
But they refused to stay under the thumb of U.S. business.

WHY WE <XME DOWN ONTI-IE WRONG SIDE
Why does the U.S. come down on the wrong side every time. One usual
excuse is that we are protecting freedom and democracy. But as can be easily
seen, and as people around theworld know, there is no freedom and democracy
to protect in these countries. Another excuse is that we believe in the legitimacy of elected governments-and will not accept revolution as a means of

change. But our country was founded by Revolution, and in any case, we seem
to be qui te willing to depose governments that are duly elected--such as those
of Guatemala , Iran, or Brazil. Probably the biggest excuse of all is that we are
preventi!',g the spread of communism. But the question then arises, what's so
threatening about communism, since in so many instances it seems that comnnmism offers more possibilities of a decent life than the existing ,;ociety.
Communism isn't threatt>ning to our government because it deprives
people of freedom and democracy--our government is perfectly willii,.g to
support dictators who have nothing to do with freedom and democracy. Nor
is it threatening because of the possibility that Russia or China will try to
take us over. That would not be possible, given our nuclear arsenal. Nor
is that the way that communism spreads. Communism spreads when the
masses of people rise up and create it for themselves. The only exception
to this seems to be in Eastt>m Europe after World War II , whenthe Soviet
Union imposed its own system of government from the top because it felt
that its security interests were at stake. But Russia has made it very clear
thi;t it is trying to get along the best it can with the United States. China
by contrast believes in world revolution , but has stated clearly in action
and deed that its main relation to such revolutions will have to be as a rooter
on the sidelines. No , what is threatening about communism to the businessmen who run our country is that communism means an end to the rule
of U.S. business. Communism says--"we're going to take contrc>I over our
own country, ouir.land, our businesses, our resources-and that means,
U.S. businessmen, OUT"
Afterall, what unites the many countries of the Free World is not a
respect for freedom or democracy but a particular friendliness to private
business, and especiaHy American business. Freedom means, freedom for
business to go about making profits. And one can see what this , eans by
looking at the policies toward U.S. business in the various countries of the
Free World . Low taxes; concessions to extract minerals; permission to
send profits back to the U.S.; anti-labor, anti-union, anti-strike policies;
roads, ports,and other " infrastructure" built specifically for American
companies-these arc only some of foe policies that make these countries
attractive to U.S. business.
The U.S. government does its best to make sure that such policies and
favors continue. The first thing it does is to cultivate powerful local allieswho will support the U.S. whea conflicts of interest arise. The local militarydependent on the U.S. for arms , training , and strategic advice-can generally
be expected tothink the American way. Local businessmen-who often share
ownership with U.S. busint>ssmen or depend on them for supplies, parts,

know-how, and trade names-can be expected to stand up for the rights of
U.S. business. And in case such support inside the country isn't enough, the
U.S. government can always blackmail its client government with possible
loss of aid, restricted trade, or increased tariffs. In the last resort-as with
Guatemala, Brazil, ban-the U.S. organizes the military and others to overthrow the existing government and to set up something more friendly to
U.S. businessmen. In Greece, where the military (trained and supplied by
the U.S.) toppled the elected government in 1967 with the approval of the
U.S. Embuay, the aeizure.of power "is generally recognized as having brought
improvement in the investment climate." (From pamphlet, International
lndustrisl Conference, San Francisco, Sept. 1969)

';lllE U.S. EXD"ndlC B1PIRE
U.S. businesses have a great deal at stake in the underdeveloped worldand they are willing to go to great lengths to protect and extend it. For
some businesses-especially those dependent on control of sources of nw m•
terialr like oil or copper or tin-their stakeis essential to their very SUJVival• .
To give one very important example-the control that_U.S. oil COJQpanies have
over two thirds of the world's oil reserves is indispensable to their leading
position in the world oil industry.
Other businesses make significant and rising proportions of their profits from investments in the underdeveloped countries. Some industries like
textiles, electronics, and other light industry are able to produce more cheaply
abroad with the aid of cheap foreign labor than in the United States. Such
industries have especially concentrated in Puerto Rico, South Korea, Taiwan,
andother parts of Asia in thelast few years. Other ~ of industry, by
investing in plants in the underdeveloped countries, create markets at home
for nw materials, supplies, parts, brand names, and technologies-all of which
can be sold at a high price. This is the ase, for example, with theautomobile industry-the .,..-ts are constructed in the U.S. aJl!,l then aent to the
country where they are to be sold, where they are asaembled and marketed.
Ariy business investing in an underdeveloped country conak1en not only
the profits that they can make right now from their investment andtrade,
but also the pOSS1oility for expanded profits in the futnre and -the opportunity to get an edge on a competitor. '.This is especially true in areas that are
relatively UMKploited-Uke Alia.

.
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Not only do many U.S. blllinelles lme a lipificaat interest in the
poor countries of the world. Thee are allo the veay laqat bUline- in
America, and they dominate the American economy a well. They ..._
ties to many other IMMi 1111 without interest• in the undenlndRIJN
world. When we adc;I to all o( tlMlle tltole ~
-daat_m~

by making uniforms, guns, missiles, and other products of war for the militarythen you've got a pretty powerful bunch of businesses with a b~ interest in
an aggressive foreign policy to keep the world under their thumbs.
This wouldn't make quite so much difference if the people had power in America-then we could just get together and say that American businessmen can
go rot-we won't fight its wan for profits. But in fact, we live in a country that
is very much dominated by the biggest businesses-not only economically, but
also politically. These businesses make the biggest contributions to the ekction
campaigns-sufficient to control both the Republican and the Democratic parties.
They have ties to the press andthe TV-which persuade us who to vote for and what
policies to support. They maintain lobbyists who roam the halls of Congress-making sure thlt legislation never hurts and always helps. Many top government
officials come from the business world, and then when they retire from politics,
returnto business. And to top it all off, business by controlling the economy can
blackmail the government into goingalong by the ultimate threat of of non-cooperation-slowing down or stopping production. As Woodrow Wilson once said
in a moment of candor,
..Suppose you go to Washington and try to get at your government.
You will always find that while you are politely listened to , the
men really consulted are the men who have the big stake-the big ~
bankers, the big manufacturers, and thf big masters of commerce ...
The masters of the Government of the United States ~.re the comhilled ~ ud manufacturers of the United States."
But what this means is that our government will make war to help U.S. businessmen even when it is against the interest of the people who have to fight
it and pay for it.
AU of this means that the United States is an imperialist country. The
big corporations that run thinp in America also try to run things all over the
world. Our government ghes aid to the governments it dominates to keep them
going and to make sure they serve U.S. business-and when they cease serving
their pwpoae, we get rid of them for something more friendly. When a popular
mOftment seeks to take control of its country away from the big landowners
and foreign businessmen, the U.S. steps in with increased aid and if necessary
American troops to stem the rebellion. The consequences of U.S. imperialism
is the .!J'emendoua day-by-day misery of peoples all over the world, and an
attempt to cnuh any effort to end that misery. This makes the United States
the major enemy of the peopleof the world.

We can see all of this in Vietnam, where the United States has been
willing to commit mass genocide in its attempt to crush the Vietnamese Revolution. It has not done so for the sake of the people of Vietnam, but
rather in the interests of its business empire. Even more important than the
opportunities for trade and investment in Vietnam itself is the entire Asian
area~ne that is largely unexploited by American business and wh·ch holds
out the possibility of great profits in the future. As Henry Cabot Lodge,
two time Ambassador to South Viet11am and chief negotiator for the U.S.
in Paris, put it,
"He who holds or has influence in Vietnam can affect the future
of the Philippines and Formosa to the east, Thailand and Burma
with their huge rich surpluses to the west, and Malaysia and
Indonesia with their rubber, ore and tin to the south. Vietnam
thus does not exist in a geographical vacuum-from it large
storehouses of wealth and population can be influenced and
undermined."

By seeking toaush the National Liberation Front in Vietoam, tile U.S.
seeks to set an example for other movements for national libention in Asia.
By defeating the NLF, the Thai Liberation Front in Thailand, the Pathet Lao
in Laos, and the Huks in the Philippines as well as other movements would
be weakened. They would see that they could not succeed against the might
of the U.S. But instead, they are learning another lesson-that it is pos.,ible
to throw off the landlords, the generals,and the businessmen-even if that
means taking on the U.S. Armed Forces as well.

WHAT SIDE ARE WEON?

r,

Our interest lies in learning from these movements and in siding with
them-not in putting them down. The Vietnamese and others have demonstrated that it is poSS1l>le to take destiny into your hands-and to win, even
against great odds. We can learn from ~eir struggle, in our efforts to change
this country to solve the problems that we face here at borne. Our government tries to make us think that the Vietnamese, and the communists, are
our enemies. But in fact, we have more in common with the poor people
· of Vietnam than we do with the blllineanen who run our own country.
We're finished being used to foot the bills anddo the fighting for a war against
a ix;ople fighting for their freedom. We're finished fighting so that U.S.
businessmen can strengdian their hold on other peoples and make more profits.
We have to build a movement-to end this war, to make more Vietnams imposmble, and to takepower from the people who have it so that we build a
new society with real freedom and justice for everyone right here at_boml!.

Immediate Withdrawai ! !
Victory to the National Liberation Front!!
Power to the People!!

Build the November Actions ! !
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